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7,500

4,500

4,000

5,500

PointsValue

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

4,000

GeotechTravel Coffee
Mug

Stainless steel thumb-slide lid, textured grip, foam-insulated and double-wall construction.

4,500

Geotech T– Shirt

This 100% combed cotton, jersey knit t-shirt is a classic crew neck. This t-shirt will have the
geotech logo on the chest.

5,500

Geotech Flex
Fit Cap

The mid-crown profile on this fitted cap, along with the a panel design allows a comfortable and
relaxed fit. This cap will have the Geotech logo on the front.

7,500

Geotech Zip-Up
Hoodie

A mid-weight zip-up with drawstring at the hood. This zip up hoodie will have the
Geotech logo on the chest.
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4,800

5,040

7,200

8,400

Points Value

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

4,800

Coleman:
Kickback Chair

Compact and convenient, the Kickback chair features a strong and sturdy powder-coated steel
frame.
With a sitting height of 33 cm, it takes a low-to-the-ground position that puts comfort first.

5,040

Hamilton Beach:
Sport Blender

Just fill, blend & go! Insulated, double-wall bottle.
Perfect for smoothies, icy drinks, and protein shakes. Ice-crushing 600 watt peak-power
motor. Fits most car cup holders. BPA free in food zones.

7,200

Black & Decker:
Bullseye AutoLeveling Laser

2 tools in 1 auto-leveling laser level & stud sensor.
Laser levels automatically without adjustments.
Projects horizontal level laser line.

8,400

Litehawk Quattro
Snap Drone

Take the Litehawk Drone on your next adventure. The Snap Drone is sized right for indoor or
outdoor excursions and a built-in video camera lets you capture it all.
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9,600

9,480

10,200

10,800

Points Value
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DESCRIPTION

9,480

Keurig K15:
Classic Series

Keurig K15 Classic Series - When space and portability are important, choose the Keurig® K-Cup®
K15 personal brewer.
It brews 6 oz., 8 oz., and 10 oz., in under two minutes.

9,600

Nikon Aculon
Binoculars - Black

Great companion for watching sports, stadium concerts and other events. Waterproof with a 2 year
warranty.

10,200

10,800

Geotech Zip-Up
Hoodie

Portable Wireless
Speaker

A light-weight zip-up with drawstring at the hood. This zip up hoodie will have the Geotech logo down one
of the sleeves.

Portable Wireless Bluetooth Speaker. Has up to 12 hours of battery life and extra base for punch sound
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11,400

11,400

12,000

Points Value
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DESCRIPTION

11,400

Nixon Base Backpack

A Nixon backpack with a rugged coated canvas exterior designed to show wear and develop a unique
patina over time. Padded back and adjustable straps.
Weight: 24oz.

11,400

Canadian Olympic
Team Men's Full
Zip

12,000

Sundome:
3 Person Tent

Hudson Bay Exclusive - Color Grey
A classic hoodie crafted from soft fleece with Team Canada logo.

Set up camp in a compact, yet spacious tent with the Coleman® Sundome® 3-Person Tent. If it rains,
the WeatherTec™ system with its patented welded floors and inverted seams will help you stay dry. A
ground vent and two windows increase air circulation to help you stay cool and comfortable. The
compact dome shape stands up to wind, and you'll get extra weather protection from a door awning and
an included rainfly. Setup is simple with snag-free, continuous pole sleeves.
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13,080

13,200

Points Value

TYPE

13,080

NuColor Cloud: Inflatable Cloud inflatable air lounger is the premium lounger. It easily packs in a drawstring bag that can be
air lounger
used anywhere; the pool on the beach or your backyard. Made of tough ripstop nylon makes this
lounger the ultimate in comfort.

13,200

Cuisinart 15 peice,
blending,
chopping system

DESCRIPTION

Cuisinart CPB-300C compact blender can blend it all. With a 350-watt motor and three speeds this
blender can whip, chop, crush and mix everything from frozen to fresh veggies. The included travel
cups let you blend drinks and take on the go.
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16,200

15,480
13,282

15,600

18,000
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13,282

Cuizen;
Hotdog Steamer

CuiZen's Hotdog Steamer gives you the best possible way to enjoy hotdogs at home. The
patented steaming system can steam up to twelve hotdogs and buns at a time.

15,480

Skilsaw:
15 Amp
Corded Electric

56- degree bevel capacity let you perform angled cuts. Magnesium motor housing
keeps components cool for long life.

15,600
16,200

Fitbit:
Flex 2
Coleman:
Comfort- Cloud 40
Sleeping Bag

Meet the all-new Fitbit Flex 2—a slim swim-proof fitness wristband that’s ready to go wherever life
takes you.
Enjoy a more luxurious night's sleep under the stars in the Coleman Comfort. A memory foam
bottom to increase comfort and adds a extra layer of insulation.

18,000

Roots: Gift Card

$150.00 Roots Gift Card
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21,600

24,000

25,200

30,000
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21,600

Oakley:
Batwolf Sunglasses

A single continuous lens sweeps across a comfortably lightweight O Matter™ frame. Two
interchangeable icons are included to change your look in seconds.

24,000

Adjustable
Dumbbell: 50Lbs

Customize your workout; precision, chrome plated, adjusts from 10-50lbs. Replaces 9
traditional dumbbells.

25,200

Gold
Aluminum
Snowshoes
Titleist: Players 4 Bag

One pair of Adventure 25 inch green snowshoes which are good for people weighing between 110 and
160 lbs.

30,000

33,360

Samsung 28inch HD Flat TV

Titleist Players 4 Stand Bag. Stay dry protective waterproof pocket. Double to single convertible strap
system with quick release buckles. High density cushioning foam shoulder strap.

Get the ultimate home entertainment experience with the Samsung 28" H4500. This Smart TV delivers
bold, exciting visuals that will keep you hooked, plus internet connectivity that keeps you within arms'
reach of web content and apps.
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36,000
39,600

42,000

50,400
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DESCRIPTION

36,000

Lawn Mower:
Push Mower

21" ( 53cm) cutting width. Steel deck is lightweight and maneuverable. The smaller width allows for
easier mowing in tight areas.

39,600

Bushnell:
Ne iON GPS Watch

Small, sleek comfortable design with long battery life. Preloaded with over 35,000 courses, no
downloads and no membership fees. Long battery life- play three full rounds between charges. This
watch has auto course recognition and auto hole advance.

42,000

Vivere: The original
dream Series

Easy set-up and durable design makes it the chair you have always Dreamed of.
• Free floating design makes it feel like you’re lying on nothing at all.
• Umbrella canopy is great for those who enjoy relaxing with a good book.
• Plastic caps on all four legs make sure that any surface is protected from scuffs or scratches.

Nikon: ProStaff 7i
Laser Rangefinder

Horizontal distance display mode and actual distance display mode can be easily switched — id
(incline/ decline) technology.
• Waterproof (up to 1m/3.3-feet For 10 minutes), but not for underwater usage; the battery chamber is
water-resistant; wide temperature tolerance:-10-degree c to plus 50-degree

50,400
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60,000

50,040
54,000

61,200
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50,040

Bradley Designer
Series Blue
Smoker

The unique, automatic feed system enables you to load up your smoker with nine hours of Bradley
Flavor Bisquettes. With two separately controlled heat elements (one for the oven, one to
create smoke) your smoker can now function as a hot smoker, cold smoker, oven, or dehydrator.

54,000

Bose: Quiet Comfort
Headphones

You wanted wireless QuietComfort® headphones. So we re-engineered them with Bluetooth®
technology and our world-class noise cancellation that makes quiet sound quieter and music
sound better. So you can just listen. With nothing in the way.

60,000

LG TV: 43 inch

Dive into a sea of entertainment on the LG LJ5500 43" 1080p Smart TV. Featuring LG's webOS 3.5
Smart OS, this TV puts a world of entertainment on the screen, from your favourite apps to a web
browser. Thanks to Full HD resolution.

61,200

Sevylor: 4 Person
Inflatable Boat

Easy to move, pack and store.
Does the job of a traditional fishing boat.
Holds up to 4 adults (700lbs).
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72,000

66,000

74,000

84,000
90,000
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DESCRIPTION

66,000

Thule: Pulse Alpine
11 Cu. Ft.

72,000

Playit Direct: Foosball
Table

Durable and Rugged ABS material is long-lasting and helps protects contents during transit.
• Easy-Grip Mounting assembles in moments and easily attaches the box to the rack.
• SecureLock ensures that all gear is locked and box is properly closed prior to driving.
Challenge your friends with Jett's sturdy yet economically priced foosball table. The heavy-duty
cabinet is finished in a burn, scratch, and stain resistant laminate with a dark walnut finish. The
one piece extra thick black playing surface has ramped corners to keep the ball on the move.

74,000

Dell Latitude: 14 3000
Series

Dell's Latitude 14 3000 is a solid travel companion for workers. With its optional extended battery
attached, the system runs for more than 10 hours, making it one of the longer-lasting business
laptops on the market.

84,000

Dyson: V8 Absolute
Stick Vacuum

The Dyson V8 Absolute cord-free vacuum is engineered to clean all floor types – with two cleaner
heads designed for deeper carpet cleaning and complete hard floor cleaning.

90,000

Apple Ipad: 128GB

Powerful, portable, and personal with a gorgeous 9.7-inch Retina display¹ in a thin, durable
aluminum design that weighs just a pound. iPad puts incredible capabilities in your hands with a
powerful A9 chip, 8MP camera, FaceTime HD camera, Touch ID, Apple Pay, Wi-Fi,.
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114,000
94,800

96,000

102,000
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94,800

Iqaluit: Clear Water
Kayak

The IQALUIT is a very stable recreational kayak that offers a large cockpit opening. The widest part of
the kayak is behind the paddler. It narrows quickly creating a nice sleek design.This kayak is perfect for
a small to mid-sized paddler.

96,000

Toshiba: 55"
1080p LED

Experience your favourite movies, TV shows, and video games in sparkling Full HD 1080P with this
55" Toshiba TV. It features DTS TruSurround for an immersive audio experience delivered from two
8W speakers.

102,000

Apple Watch Series 2 is a superior sports watch that measures your workouts with detailed
customizable metrics. An advanced activity tracker that shows you how often you move,excercise,
stand, and lets you share your progress.
Napoleon Rogue BBQ Get grilling faster with a grill designed to cut assembly in half. Sleek black lid and door with
integrated storage compliment your landscaping. Locking casters allow you to roll the Rogue right
into the middle of the action.

114,000

Apple Watch: Strap
Series
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150,800

156,000

123,600

ITEM NUMBER

TYPE

123,600

Apple-Iphone 7 128GB

150,800

V-Force Air Hockey:
Game Tables

156,000

Napoleon Rectangular
Patio Flame Table

180,000

Amego E-Breeze:
Electric Scooter

180,000

DESCRIPTION
iPhone 7 features an all-new 12MP camera with an ƒ/1.8 aperture for great low-light photos and 4K
video. Optical image stabilization. A 4.7-inch Retina HD display with wide color and 3D Touch. An A10
Fusion chip for up to 2x faster performance than iPhone 6. Touch ID.
State-of-the-art electronic scoring
- Super slick, scuff-proof “ice” provides exceptional play.
- Cool black mallets are easy to control for precise shots on goal.
- Durable aluminum rails with powder-coated metal corners.
The perfect outdoor living space has a comfortable place to relax, a place to set your drinks and gather
around, a place that is the focal point. Napoleon’s St. Tropez Rectangular Patioflame® Table is the
perfect addition to your outdoor living space. It features a classic, linear design that will match any
outdoor décor.
The E-Breeze is Amego's most popular electric scooter as it is can easily drive through traffic on the
side of the road, can fit two passengers, and has an extended rack to add saddle bags and top case
which can really turn your electric bike into a cargo vehicle.

